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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a tense based Machine Translation (MT) system which operates on English sentences as an input language. The MT system translates the input into its corresponding Bangla sentences using the Natural Language Processing (NLP) conversion technique. It uses context free grammars for validating the syntactical structure of the input sentences and for parsing it applies the bottom up approach which also helps to verify the accuracy of the generated output sentences. A translation module is added to the MT system to translate out-of-vocabulary words. The effectiveness of this method has been justified over the demonstration of different English sentences with several rules.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Machine translation system design is one of the important fields in modern age for natural language processing. It refers to translation of text or speech from one natural language to another. MT performs simple substitution of words in one natural language for word in another. Using corpus technique more complex translations may be attempted, allowing for better handling of differences in linguistic topology, phrase recognition and translation of Speech, as well as the isolation of anomalies [1], [2]. The demand for machine translation is growing day by day. Analysis and generation are the two major scheme of machine translation. This research deals with the translation of English to Bangla sentences based on tense based rules using MT system and construct parse tree for the both languages. It takes analyzed English sentences as input and generates Bangla sentences as output with its structural representation. The translation and structural representation are done based on some sets of rules and lexicon. The rule sets are generated according to linguistic rule. In rule based approach the source language text is analyzed using various tools like morphologic analyzed, parser and transformed to an intermediate representation. A large number of rules is required to natural language processing. These rules transfer the grammatical structure of source language into target language. As the rules increases the system becomes complicated [3].

II. PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENTS
A fair amount of works have been done on English to Bangla translation using MT in the context of rule based MT. For example, Letter Simplification, English to Bangla MT, Morphological Analysis of Bangla Words, Parsing of Bangla Sentences, and Parsing of English sentences, Bengoli composite letter, English Speech Recognition, English Character Recognition, etc. Most of the architecture follows some common steps: a) Tagging b) Parsing c) transfer of English parse tree to Bangla parse tree d) Generate output translation with morphological analysis [4]. An example based machine translation system [5] identifies the phrases in the input through a shallow analysis, retrieves the target phrases using a phrasal example based and finally combines the target language phrases by employing some heuristic based on the phrase reordering rules in Bangla. The NP structure differs in English and Bangla, in English: [specifier/article] [adv] [start noun] [plural marker] [case marker] and in Bangla: [specifier] [adv] [adj] [noun] [plural marker] [case marker]. There are some similarities between English and Bangla pronoun as well, but this differs on gender: Bangla pronouns do not depend on gender information and for second and third persons have more than one forms. So translating pronouns from English to Bangla involves anaphora relation. In Bangla adjective forms (positive, comparative, superlative) are handled in a similar way as in English. This system used a shallow parser to identify the phrases in the source language and tags with the phrase with relevant information, translated these phrases individually and arrange them using some phrase ordering heuristic rules. A phrasal EBMT system for translating English to Bangla [6] works in three steps. In the first step search in direct example base, if not found, then search in generalized tagged example base.
If a match is found in the second step, then extract the English equivalent of the Bangla words from the bilingual dictionary and apply some synthesis rules to generate the word label. If the second step fails, then the tag input headline is analyzed to identify the constituent phrases. The target translation is generated from the bilingual example phrase dictionary and uses the heuristics to reorder Bangla phrases. Another approach has been proposed that treats source and target sentences as strings of letters instead of a collection of words [7]. It treated each word as a sequence of letter, which is translated into a new sequence of letters. This approach reduces the vocabulary size significantly but increased the average sentence length. This system could be useful for closely related languages and languages where very little parallel training data is available. Translation systems are being used now-a-days in machine translation system. A phonetic based translation system for English to Bangla produces intermediate code strings that facilitate matching pronunciations of input and desired output [8]. It used table driven direct mapping between English to Bangla alphabet and a phonetic lexicon enable mapping.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

The proposed model which can translate grammatical (tense based: present, past or future) English sentence to corresponding Bangla output sentence is shown in Fig. 1. To determine the syntactical structure of the input sentence, at first the lexical analyzer component tokenizes the constituents of the input sentence to construct a list of words. If a constituent is not a valid word, it returns the ‘invalid’. The generated word list is then used to construct a syntactic tree in the source language from the syntactic structure of the input sentence determined during bottom-up parsing. The lexicon provides the possible features and the corresponding target language word for each input word.

![Diagram of the proposed model](image)

**Tokenizer**

Tokenizer is the program module that accepts the input sentence and parsed into unbroken units, every individual unit called Tokens. Tokens are stored in a list for further access. The Token is then checked into the lexicon for validity. In Lexical analysis phase the stream of characters are sequentially scanned and grouped into tokens according to lexicon. The output of the Tokenizer of the input sentence “she loves flowers” is as follows [9], [10]:

\[
\text{TOKEN} = \text{ (“She”, “loves”, “flowers”).}
\]

**Syntax Analyzer**

The Syntax Analyzer first takes the tokens and search in the Lexicon. If the tokens are not found in the Lexicon then it shows “Invalid” words. If all the tokens are found in the lexicon it then check the grammatical rules. According to the grammatical rules it parses the English sentence.

**Grammatical Rule Generator**

The most common way to represent grammar is as a set of production rules which says how the parts of speech can put together to make grammatical, or “well-formed” sentences.
Lexicon

Lexicon contains the priori tag and suffix for each word. It has two parts: a rootform lexicon and a suffix lexicon. During the lookup of a word in the lexicon, the rootform lexicon is searched first. If the word is found there, the corresponding phrases category is returned. If it fails, the suffix lexicon is searched next and for the rest part of that word, root lexicon is searched. This is done until reach to the beginning of the word from ending point. The advantages of only maintaining root forms in the lexicon are: generalizations are captured, knowledge is localized and hence more easily maintained, and new word forms are predicted [11], [12]. So, it is clearly desirable to have only headwords in an MT dictionary. This will save time, space, and effort in constructing entries. So, the coverage of our vocabulary of the lexicon is very extensive and appropriately selected. The translation equivalence is carefully chosen. The lexicon of our project is given below:

**Noun**
- book
- bird
- meal
- novel
- project
- bicycle
- boy
- tea
- flower
- baby
- car
- mango
- hours

**Pronoun**
- I
- he
- she
- you
- him
- they
- me
- we
- his

**Auxiliary verb**
- am
- will
- are
- does
- is
- was

**Main verb**
- reading
- stopped
- done
- gone
- ridden
- seen
- given
- give
- help
- crying
- painting
- love
- writing
- driven
- written
- driven
- writing
- playing
- playing
- played
- playing
- driven
- playing
- waiting
- called

**Article**
- a
- the

**Conjunction**
- but
- and

**Additive word**
- where
- there
- that

**Interrogative**
- what

**Adjective**
- two
- ten
- easy
- good

**Preposition**
- for
- by

Parse Tree

Parsing refers to a process of finding a parse tree for a given input string. That is, calls to the parsing function PARSE, such as PARSE (“the baby has slept”) should return a parse tree with root S whose leaves are “the baby has slept” and whose internal nodes are no terminal symbols [8].

```
S
  /\        /
NP  VP
   \  /   /
  Article Noun Aux Verb
      the baby has slept
```

Fig. 2: Parse tree for input English sentence

In linear text, the tree can be written as

[S: [NP: [Article: the] [Noun: baby]] [VP: [Aux: has] [Verb: slept]]]
Conversion Unit

The converter accepts the input sentence, analyzes and converts into a parse tree/structural representation (SR). Once the SR is created for a particular sentence, it is then converted to corresponding Bangla sentence by conversion unit. The output parse for the bangla sentence will be generated according to the Bangla syntactic structure. The structure of the parse tree will be:

![Parse tree for output Bangla sentence](image)

Output Bangla Sentence

Some special enlisted Bangla sentence is the output of the Conversion Unit. In English or Bangla language there are unlimited sentences. Everyone can express his/her feelings within a sentence. This research considered the following tense based grammatical structure of sentences:

- Present Indefinite, Present Continuous, Present Perfect, Present Perfect Continuous
- Past Indefinite, Past Continuous, Past Perfect, Past Perfect Continuous
- Future Indefinite, Future Continuous, Future Perfect, Future Perfect Continuous

Flowchart

The flowchart of the proposed model for English to Bangla Translation process is shown below.
Fig. 4: Flow chart of English to Bangla Translation Process.

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Natural language processing can be implemented in any programming language. This translation system has been implemented in JAVA 2 platform. The software is actually executable JAR file. The integrated development environment (IDE) that we have used is NetBeans IDE 6.8. For showing Bangla meaning of the input English sentence, a jar file named bswing.jar is used. The sample input, output and parse tree for the input English sentence and parse tree for Bangla output sentence are shown in Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 respectively. We have implemented every types of tense based sentence structure. We have also implemented a few types of interrogative sentence structures.
Fig. 5: Output of Future Continuous tense based sentence

Fig. 6: Output of Past Perfect Continuous tense based sentence

Fig. 7: Output of Future Indefinite tense based sentence
In this research work we have considered some interrogative sentence type structures. Some snapshots of the output for interrogative sentence type structures are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

Fig. 8: Output of Present Perfect Continuous tense based sentence

Fig. 9: Output of Interrogative (Present Continuous tense) based sentence

Fig. 10: Output of Interrogative (Present Perfect tense) based sentence
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In order to justify the robustness of the system, we have used a total of (50*12) English sentences and the results are summarized in the table I. The performance of the system has also been analyzed graphically in the bar diagram of Fig. 11.

Table I: Performance measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tense</th>
<th>Short Form</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Percentage of Success</th>
<th>Percentage of Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Present Indefinite</td>
<td>PrI</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Continuous</td>
<td>PrC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Perfect</td>
<td>PrP</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present Perfect Continuous</td>
<td>PrPC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Indefinite</td>
<td>PaI</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Continuous</td>
<td>PaC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Perfect</td>
<td>PaP</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past Perfect Continuous</td>
<td>PaPC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Indefinite</td>
<td>Fi</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Continuous</td>
<td>FC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Perfect</td>
<td>FP</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future Perfect Continuous</td>
<td>FPC</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11: Performance analysis graph

In this research work several samples have been taken for the purpose of performance measurement. From the above result it is being found that for present indefinite, past indefinite and future indefinite tense based sentence structure the success rate is 100%. There are some fluctuations in present continuous, past continuous and future continuous tense based sentence structure. Because according to the structure we have to use some auxiliary verbs in English sentences. But in Bangla sentence the auxiliary verb is totally neglected. In addition, in the perfect and perfect continuous based structure is very complex. Such types of structure follows prepositions and some indefinite complex structure rules which have been ignored here. Due to these reasons some inconsistencies have been found.
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